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PROJECT SUMMARY
1. Award#: 3. PERFORMANCE PERIOD

2. PROJECT TITLE California PAL Innovations In Policing Program January 1,2020 to march 31,2021

4. RECIPIENT 5. GRANT AMOUNT

Name: Jennifer Lopez Phone: (510) 544-4310 (this is the same amount as 12G of
the Grant Award Face Sheet)

Address: 8250 Calvine Road #C326 Fax#: $ 186,873.00

City: Sacramento Zip: 95828

6. IMPLEMENTING AGENCY

Name:
California Police Activities League Phone: (510) 544-4310 Fax#:

Address: 8250 Calvine Road #C326 City: Sacramento Zip: 95828

7. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Califomia PAL is collaborating with Stratford PO and Social Centric Institute to develop and implement a comprehensive Use of
Force and De-Escalation training program that explores the relationship between implicit bias, and lack of cultural/diversity
awareness and police involved shootings and escalation of force. Utilizing Stratford PO's ·PEP· program CALPAL will trains officers
and youth in de-escalation techniques that will minimize and potentially eradicate police related violence by employing the
application of the Calm, Cool & Comply TN a simple yet effective tool for both civilians and officers serving as a pre-emptive means
to avoid escalation. Social Centric Institute will create and implement supporting curriculum for this training to build bonds between
law enforcement officers and minority youth by reducing the confines of cultural and social bias and the role it plays in creating
division and escalation.

8. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The need for Use of Force and De-escalation programs stems from the unfortunate reality that California possesses the highest
rate of police shootings in the United States. CALPAL serves primarily minority youth populations consisting of 70% Hispanics,
30% African Americans, which are historically marginalized communities that have experienced a disproportionate history of police
force. CALPAL will focus on the need to decrease police shootings with proactive measures that combat scenarios and societal
situations that lead to an escalation of force.

9. OBJECTIVES
The main objective for the use of grant funds is to positively affect areas of high concentrations of police shootings by providing
statewide training programs that reduce and de-escalate the use of force, decrease the negative effects of implicit bias and create
stronger and safer communities built on a foundation of trust between law enforcement and youth. 67% of requested funds will be
used for direct service deployment in the form of certification trainings and train the trainer style curriculum development and
deployment, to ensure continued trainings and best practices can be adopted and implemented in communities throughout the
state long after the grant performance period has ended.
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10. ACTIVITIES
(7) De-escalation of Force Training workshops, held in 6 California PAL Member Chapter regions, throughout the state of
Califomia with an approximate attendance of 250 law enforcement officers and 300 Califomia Police Activities League youth.

(1) Train the Trainer style De-escalation of Force Training workshop to be held in central Califomia, with all 6 California PAL
statewide regions invited to attend.

11. EVALUATION (if applicable) 12. NUMBER OF STUDENTS
Evaluation of the effectiveness and measurable outcomes of the training workshops will (if applicable)
be based on the 4 Level Kirkpatrick Evaluation Model which assesses 4 key learning
indicators: 1. Reaction; 2. Learning/Skills Acquisition; 3. Behavior; 4. Results. A variety of
evaluation sources including, but not limited to pre, during and post surveys and narrative 250
and verbal Q & A will be employed.

13. PROJECT BUDGET
(these are the same amounts as on Personal Operating Equipment Course

Budget Pages) Services Expenses Certification

$44,798.40 $18,960.00 $1,000.00 $92,715.00

$11,199.60 $540.00 $0 $17,660.00

Totals: $55,998.00 $19,500.00 $1,000.00 $110,375.00
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